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Building on the success of last year’s “24/7 Campaign” which focused attention on the rights of 
migrant domestic workers in Lebanon to one day of rest per week, the Migrant Workers Task 
Force is pairing up with a number of organizations this year to present over a week of events in 
commemoration of International Workers’ Day.  
 
The events will focus on migrant workers’ rights as part and parcel of workers’ rights in Lebanon 
and will thus highlight their situation through a large demonstration in Hamra on International 
Workers’ Day on May 1 as well as a film screening and discussion at the American University 
of Beirut on May 3. These events will seek to publicize the situation of migrant workers as well 
as give them a space to voice their concerns and demands for International Workers’ Day. The 
protest will be a combination of Lebanese, foreign, and migrant worker activists and supporters 
of their rights, while the screening of “Maids for Sale”, a film about the deplorable treatment of 
Sri Lankan workers in Lebanon, will be followed by a discussion led by migrant worker activists 
and lawyers. 
 
In addition, the foods of the homelands of migrant workers will be showcased at Souk el Tayeb 
in Beirut Souks on April 30. We have worked with Souk organizers and migrant workers to have 
stands set up in this weekly farmers’ market where they will sell food. This will give Lebanese 
consumers exposure to the cuisines of Ethiopia, Nepal, Madagascar, Sri Lanka, and Cameroon 
and give migrant worker entrepreneurs a venue to market themselves. 
 
Our events will be supplemented with a second year of the 24/7 Campaign, in which bloggers 
and social media activists are encouraged to speak out and write, draw, shoot, and sing their 



opinions of racism, modern-day slavery, labor rights, the universality of human rights, in Arabic 
and English and post them online through various outlets.  
 
Additionally, we will be initiating the Migrant Workers Speak Out campaign, which will involve 
a series of interviews with migrant workers in Lebanon about their experience and their 
demands for International Workers’ Day. These interviews will be subsequently posted on 
Youtube.com through our channel: www.youtube.com/user/mwtaskforce    
 
Finally, in order to claim Beirut as an anti-racist space, we have begun an anti-racism 
postering campaign in collaboration with students clubs at AUB. The posters utilize images of 
African migrant workers in Lebanon. Atop their faces are written stereotypical racist comments 
about Africans while below, these statements are flipped so as to be positive in meaning. All of 
the images used are of students who attend language classes the Migrant Workers Task Force 
holds every Sunday in Zico House. View posters here. 
 
 
Why Migrant Workers on International Workers’ Day? 
 
In Lebanon today there are an estimated 1 million migrant workers, of which between 300,00 to 
400,000 are domestic workers. Even though they comprise nearly one-quarter of the Lebanese 
population, their voices and views are regularly silenced and their rights trampled upon because 
of their national origin, class, and race.  
 
One-third of migrant domestic workers will never be allowed to leave the houses they work in 
during their time in Lebanon, more than one-third report being physically abused by their 
employers, and 40% are not allowed to have their own rooms. These figures reveal that 
Lebanon is in breach of all international conventions of the human rights of workers. This 
International Workers’ Day, the Migrant Worker Task Force is refocusing the issue of 
workers’ rights on migrant worker rights. 
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